Abstract-Twitter spam has become a critical problem nowadays. Recent works focus on applying machine learning techniques for Twitter spam detection, which make use of the statistical features of tweets. In our labeled tweets data set, however, we observe that the statistical properties of spam tweets vary over time, and thus, the performance of existing machine learning-based classifiers decreases. This issue is referred to as "Twitter Spam Drift". In order to tackle this problem, we first carry out a deep analysis on the statistical features of one million spam tweets and one million non-spam tweets, and then propose a novel Lfun scheme. The proposed scheme can discover "changed" spam tweets from unlabeled tweets and incorporate them into classifier's training process. A number of experiments are performed to evaluate the proposed scheme. The results show that our proposed Lfun scheme can significantly improve the spam detection accuracy in real-world scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
T WITTER has become one of the most popular social networks in the last decade. It is rated as the most popular social network among teenagers according to a recent report [17] . However, the exponential growth of Twitter also contributes to the increase of spamming activities. Twitter spam, which is referred to as unsolicited tweets containing malicious link that directs victims to external sites containing malware downloads, phishing, drug sales, or scams, etc. [1] , not only interferes user experiences, but also damages the whole Internet. In September 2014, the Internet of New Zealand was melt down due to the spread of malware downloading spam. This kind of spam lured users to click links which claimed to contain Hollywood star photos, but in fact directed users to download malware to perform DDoS attacks [29] .
Consequently, security companies, as well as Twitter itself, are combating spammers to make Twitter as a spam-free platform. For example, Trend Micro uses a blacklisting service called Web Reputation Technology system to filter spam URLs for users who have its products installed [27] . Twitter also implements blacklist filtering as a component in their detection system called BotMaker [21] . However, blacklist fails to protect victims from new spam due to its time lag [18] . Research shows that, more than 90% victims may visit a new spam link before it is blocked by blacklists [37] . In order to address the limitation of blacklists, researchers have proposed some machine learning based schemes which can make use of spammers' or spam tweets' statistical features to detect spam without checking the URLs [14] , [40] .
Machine Learning (ML) based detection schemes involve several steps. First, statistical features, which can differentiate spam from non-spam, are extracted from tweets or Twitter users (such as account age, number of followers or friends and number of characters in a tweet). Then a small set of samples are labelled with class, i.e. spam or non-spam, as training data. After that, machine learning based classifiers are trained by the labelled samples, and finally the trained classifiers can be used to detect spam. A number of ML based detection schemes have been proposed by researchers [1] , [35] , [39] , [43] .
However, the observation in our collected data set shows that the characteristics of spam tweets are varying over time. We refer to this issue as "Twitter Spam Drift". As previous ML based classifiers are not updated with the "changed" spam tweets, the performance of such classifiers are dramatically influenced by "Spam Drift" when detecting new coming spam tweets. Why do spam tweets drift over time? It is because that spammers are struggling with security companies and researchers. While researchers are working to detect spam, spammers are also trying to avoid being detected. This leads spammers to evade current detection features through posting more tweets or creating spam with the similar semantic meaning but using different text [34] , [39] .
In this work, we firstly illustrate the "Twitter spam drift" problem through analysing the statistical properties of Twitter spam in our collected dataset and then its impact on detection performance of several classifiers. By observing that there are "changed" spam samples in the coming tweets, we propose a novel Lfun (Learning from unlabelled tweets) approach, which updates classifiers with the spam samples from the unlabelled incoming tweets. In summary, our contributions are listed below:
• We collect and label a real-world dataset, which contains 10 consecutive days' tweets with 100k spam tweets and 100k non-spam tweets in each day (2 million tweets in total). This dataset is available for researchers to study Twitter spam. 1 • We investigate the "Twitter Spam Drift" problem from both data analysis and experimental evaluation aspects.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study this problem in Twitter spam detection.
• We propose a novel Lfun approach which learns from unlabelled tweets to deal with "Twitter Spam Drift". Through our evaluations, we show that our proposed Lfun can effectively detect Twitter spam by reducing the impact of "Spam Drift" issue. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a review on machine learning based methods for Twitter spam detection. In Section III, the collection and labelling of the data used in our work is introduced. Meanwhile, the "Spam Drift" problem is illustrated and justified. Then we introduce our Lfun approach in Section IV, and analyse the performance benefit of our approach. Section V evaluates our Lfun approach and compares it with four traditional machine learning algorithms. Finally, Section VII concludes this work and introduces our future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Due to the increasing popularity of Twitter, spammers have transferred from other platforms, such as email and blog, to Twitter. To make Twitter as a clean social platform, security companies and researchers are working hard to eliminate spam. Security companies, such as Trend Micro [27] , mainly rely on blacklists to filter spam links. However, blacklists fail to protect users on time due to the time lag. To avoid the limitation of blacklists, some early works proposed by researchers use heuristic rules to filter Twitter spam. Reference [41] used a simple algorithm to detect spam in #robotpickupline (the hashtag was created by themselves) through these three rules: suspicious URL searching, username pattern matching and keyword detection. Reference [23] simply removed all the tweets which contained more than three hashtags to filter spam in their dataset to eliminate the impact of spam for their research.
Later on, some works applied machine learning algorithms for Twitter spam detection. References [1] , [24] , [35] , [38] [24] .
Features used in previous works [1] , [24] , [35] , [38] can be fabricated easily through purchasing more followers, posting more tweets, or mixing spam with normal tweets [39] . Thus, some researchers [34] , [39] proposed robust features which rely on the social graph to avoid feature fabrication. Song et al. extracted the distance and connectivity between a tweet sender and its receiver to determine whether it was spam or not [34] . After importing their features into previous feature set, the performance of several classifiers were improved to nearly 99% True Positive and less than 1% False Positive. While in [39] [1] , [24] , [35] , [38] , their feature set can outperform all the previous works.
Instead, [25] and [36] solely relied on the embedded URLs in tweets to detect spam. A number of URL based features were used by [36] , such as the domain tokens, path tokens and query parameters of the URL, along with some features from the landing page, DNS information, and domain information. In [25] , the authors studied the characteristics of Correlated URL Redirect Chains, and further collected relevant features, like URL redirect chain length, Relative number of different initial URLs etc. These features also showed their discriminative power when used for classifying spam.
However, all the above mentioned works do not consider the "Spam Drift" problem. Their detection accuracy will decrease as time goes on, since spammers are changing strategies to avoid being detected. Egele et al. proposed a historical model based spam detection scheme, whose detection accuracy would not be affected by "Spam Drift" [12] . They built several models, like Language model and Posting Time model, for each user. Once the model behaved abnormally, there might be a compromise of this account, and this account was likely to be used to spread spam by attackers. This method can only detect whether an account was compromised or not, but cannot identify the spamming accounts which were created by spammers fraudulently.
Different to related works, we are going to thoroughly study the "Spam Drift" problem. In addition, we will propose an innovative scheme called Lfun which learns from the unlabelled tweets and can tackle this issue in identifying Twitter spam. Thus, our work can make great contributions to the research area of Twitter spam detection.
III. PROBLEM OF TWITTER SPAM DRIFT

A. 10-day groundtruth
A labelled dataset is important for classification tasks, such as Twitter spam detection. In this work, we used Twitter's Streaming API to collect tweets with URLs in a period of 10 consecutive days. While it is possible to send spam without embedding URLs on Twitter, the majority of spam contains URLs [7] , [12] , [16] . We have inspected hundreds of spam tweets by hand and only find a few tweets without URLs which could be considered as spam. In addition, spammers mainly use embedded URLs to make it more convenient to direct victims to external sites to achieve their goals, such as phishing, scams, and malware downloading [43] . Therefore, we only focus on spam tweets with URLs.
Currently, researchers use two ways to build ground-truth, manual inspection and blacklists filtering. While manual inspection can label a small number of training data, it is very time-and resource-consuming. A large group of people are needed to check tens of thousands of tweets. Although HIT (human intelligence task) websites can help label the tweets, it is also costly and sometimes the results are doubtful [3] . Others apply existing blacklisting services, such as Google SafeBrowsing and URIBL [15] to label spam tweets. Nevertheless, these services' API limits make it impossible to label a large amount of tweets.
We apply Trend Micro's Web Reputation Technology to identify which tweets are deemed spam [4] . Trend Micro's WRT system maintains a large dataset of URL reputation records, which are derived from their customers' opt-in URL filtering records. WRT system is dedicated to collecting the latest and the most popular URLs, to analysing them, and then to providing Trend Micro customers with real-time protection while they are surfing the web. Hence, through checking URLs with the WRT system, we are able to identify whether a URL is malicious or not. We define those which contain malicious URLs as Twitter spam. WRT system is reliable as the protection rate of it is 100%, as stated in AV Comparatives' testing report [8] . In addition, we have done a manual inspection of hundreds of tweets to confirm the reliability of WRT. In our collected data, we labelled one million spam tweets and one million non-spam tweets for 10 days, with 100k spam tweets and 100k non-spam tweets for each day.
Feature extraction is a key component in machine learning based classification tasks [42] . Some studies [1] , [35] , [38] have applied a few features which make use of historical information of a user, such as tweets that the user sent in a period of time. While these features may be more discriminative, it is not possible to collect them due to the restrictions of Twitter's API. Other researchers [34] , [39] applied some social graph based features, which are hard to be evaded. Nevertheless, It is significantly expensive to collect those features, as they cannot be calculated until the social graph is formed. Thus, those expensive features are not suitable for real-time detection, despite that they have more discriminative power in separating spammers and legitimate users. The longer time a spam tweet exists, the more chance it can be exposure to victims. Thus, it is very important to detect spam tweets as early as possible. To reduce the loss caused by spam, realtime detection is in demand. Consequently, we only focus on extracting light-weight features which can be used for timely detection as in [19] . These features can be straightforwardly extracted from the collected tweets' JSON data structure [28] with little computation. We have totally extracted 12 features from our dataset as listed in TABLE I.
B. Problem Statement
In the real world, the statistical features of spam tweets are changing in unpredicted ways over time. As a result, machine learning based detection system becomes inaccurate. The issue is referred to as "Spam Drift" problem in our previous paper [5] . Here, we present an investigation of "Spam Drift" problem from the aspect of the change of mean value of each feature from day to day.
Fig . 1 shows the changing trend of average value of each feature for two classes in 10 days. In general, the variation of average value of feature from spam tweets is greater than that of non-spam tweets. Fig. 1a shows that, the average value of Account Age for spam tweets ranges from 530 to 730, and the variation is dramatic. However, it deviates from 710 to 740 for non-spam tweets, which is relatively stable. It is due to the fact that spammers are creating a large number of new accounts to send spam once their old account are blocked. For instance, we have 3 spammers with account age of 2 days, 6 days, 10 days in the first day, the average value of Account Age is (2 +6 +10)/3 = 6 days. In the second day, if the spammer whose account age is 2 days is detected and removed, the average value of Account Age is (6+10)/2 = 8 days, which increases. In addition, spammers may also generate new accounts with 0 day Account Age to spread spam after some of their accounts are block, which can lead the decrease of average value of Account Age. That is why the average value of Account Age is fluctuating. Naturally, spammers tend to keep following new friends as they want to be exposed to public more frequently, whereas for non-spammers, their number of followings are not changing too much once they have built their friend circle, as we can see from Fig. 1c . As expected, most of the other features have the same trend: the average value of one feature varies for spam tweets, while it is stable for non-spam tweets.
To sum up, the characteristics of spam tweets is varying from day to day, while that of non-spam tweets is not changing much, as we see from Fig. 1 . "Spam Drift" is a crucial issue in Twitter spam detection, which is in great need to be solved.
C. Problem Justification
In previous section, we simply compare some representative statistics, such as the mean values of features to show the "Spam Drift" problem. To further illustrate the changing of the statistical features in a dataset, a natural approach is to model the distribution of the data [10] . There are two kinds of approaches: parametric and non-parametric. Parametric approaches are very powerful when the specific distribution of the dataset, like Normal Distribution, is already known. However, the distribution of the Twitter spam data is unknown, thus it is not possible to apply parametric approaches. Consequently, non-parametric methods, such as statistical tests, which make no assumptions of the dataset distributions are used by researchers [13] .
The statistical tests are to compute the distance of two distributions to determine the change. One of the most common measures to compute the distance of distributions is Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence [10] , [32] . The suitability of KL Divergence to be used in measuring distributions can be found in [10] . In [26] , Juan et al. also use KL Divergence to model language models of tweets. KL Divergence, which is also known as relative entropy is defined as
It is used to compare two probability distributions. We need to map data points into distributions to apply the formula. According to [9] , let s = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } be a multi-set from a finite set F containing numerical feature values, and denote N(x|s) the number of appearances of x ∈ s, thus the relative proportion of each x is donated by
However, the ratio of p/q is undefined if Q(i ) = 0. As suggested by [22] , the estimate P s is replaced as,
when |F| is number of elements in the finite set F. The distance between two day's tweets, D1 and D2 is,
We compute the KL Divergence of each feature of spam and non-spam tweets in two adjacent days, which is listed in TABLE II. The shadowed ones are the KL Divergence of features of non-spam tweets, while the others are the KL Divergence of features of spam tweets. KL Divergence indicates the dissimilarity of two distributions. The larger the value is, the more different the two distributions are. As shown in Table II , the KL Divergence of spam tweets in two adjacent days are much larger than that of the non-spam tweets for more than half the features. Taking f1 ("account_age") for example, the KL Divergence of spam between Day 1 and Day 2 is 0.36, while it is only 0.04 for non-spam, which indicates that the distribution of f1 of spam in Day 1 is much different to it in D2, compared with non-spam tweets' distribution. From these KL Divergence values, we can see that the distribution of spam tweets' features is changing unpredictably from day to day. Nevertheless, the distribution of training data is unchanged. As the knowledge structure which learns from the unchanged training data is not updated while being used to classify new incoming tweets, the performance of classifiers becomes inaccurate. As it is illustrated in Fig. 2 , while the spam changes, the decision boundary is not updated. Consequently, more spam tweets are misclassified as non-spam.
IV. PROPOSED SCHEME: Lfun
Existing machine learning based spam detection methods suffer from the problem of "Spam Drift" due to the change of statistical features of spam tweets as time goes on. When "spam drifts", the old classification model is not updated with "changed" spam samples, as a result, the classification results will gradually become inaccurate. To solve this problem, obtaining the "changed" samples to update the classification model is very important. By observing that there are such samples in the unlabelled incoming tweets which are very easy to collect, we propose a scheme called "Lfun" to address "Spam Drift" problem.
This section presents our Lfun scheme to deal with the drift problem in Twitter spam detection. Fig. 3 illustrates the framework of our proposed scheme. There are two main components in this framework: LDT is to learn from detected spam tweets and LHL is to learn from human labelling. In "Drifted Spam Detection" scenario, we have already got a small amount of labelled spam and non-spam tweets. However, there are not enough samples of "changed" spam. It is extraordinary expensive to have human label a large amount of "changed" tweets. Consequently, we make use of the above mentioned two components to automatically extract "changed" spam tweets from a set of unlabelled tweets, which are very easy to collected from Twitter. Once getting enough labelled "changed" spam tweets, we implement the scheme which employs a sufficiently powerful algorithm, Random Forest, to perform classification. Our Lfun scheme is summarised in Algorithm 1.
A. Learning from Detected Spam Tweets
LDT is used to deal with a classification scenario where there is a sufficiently robust algorithm, but in lack of more data [30] . By learning from a large number of unlabelled data, LDT can obtain sufficient new information, which can be used to update the classification model.
In a LDT learning scenario, we are given a labelled data set T l = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , (x m , y m )}, containing m labelled tweets, where x i ∈ R k (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) is the feature vector of a tweet, y i ∈ {spam, non − spam} is the category label of a tweet. We are also given a large data set T u = {x m+1 , y m+1 ), (x m+2 , y m+2 ), . . . , (x m+n , y m+n )} containing n unlabelled tweets (n >> m). Then a classifier ϕ is trained by T l . ϕ can be used to divide T u into spam T spam and non-spam T non−spam . Labelled spam tweets from T u will be added into the labelled data set T l to form a new training data set.
The basic of LDT is to find a function ϕ : R k −→ {spam, non − spam} to predict the label y ∈ {spam, non − spam} of new tweets when trained by T l+spam , which is the combination of the labelled data set T l and spam tweets T spam identified from T u . Particularly, the unlabelled data set T u used in LDT does not have to share the same distribution with the labelled data set T l [20] . In addition, only detected spam tweets will be added into the training data. The reason is that, we've already gained sufficient information of non-spam tweets, as the statistical properties are not changing for non-spam tweets. It is not necessary for us to gain more information about nonspam tweets. 16 : end for However, the spam tweets detected by the classifier that is trained using T l also have the same or similar distribution of old spam. We need samples from "changed spam" to calibrate the classifier. We then use LHL (in Section IV-B) to get "changed spam" samples.
B. Learning from Human Labelling
In a supervised spam detection system, a learning algorithm, such as Random Forest, must be trained by sufficient labelled data to obtain more accurate detection results. However, labelled instances are very expensive and time-consuming to obtain. Fortunately, we have a huge number of unlabelled tweets which can be easily collected. The LHL in our Lfun is best suited where there are numerous unlabelled data instances, and human annotator anticipating to label many of them to train an accurate system [33] . LHL aims to minimize the labelling cost by using different learning criteria to select most informative samples from unlabelled data to be labelled by a human annotator [44] . We also import active learning in our Lfun scheme. Now let us define our learning component in a formal way. In supervised Twitter spam detection, we are given a labelled training data set T training = { (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ) , . . . , (x m , y m )}, containing m labelled tweets, where 1, 2, . . . , m) is the feature vector of a tweet, y i ∈ {spam, non − spam} is the category label of a tweet. The label y i of a tweet x i is donated as y = f (x). The task is then to learn a functionf which can correctly classify a tweet to spam or non-spam. We use generalisation error to measure the accuracy of the learned function:
In practice, f (x) is not available for testing data instances. Therefore, it is usual to estimate the generalisation error by the test error:
where T testing refers to the testing tweets, and prediction error can be measured by a loss function L, such as mean squared error (MSE) [31] :
The learning criteria is set to select the most useful instances X select ed and add them to the training set T training for achieving some certain objectives. Let us consider this objective as the minimization of generation error of a learned function trained by T training . So the learning criteria can be donated as
Error(T training ∪ {X select ed }).
The goal of this kind of learning is to select instances X select ed which can minimize the generalisation error Error(X select ed ):
argmi n Err or (X select ed ).
As a result, good selection criteria must be estimated to minimize the error. In Lfun scheme, we apply the selection criteria, called "Probability Threshold Filter Model", to select the most informative tweets to tackle "Spam Drift". In order to achieve this, Random Forest (RF) is used to determine the probability of a tweet whether it belongs to spam or not. Random Forest [2] can generate many classification trees after being trained with T ex from Asymmetric Self-Learning. When classifying a new incoming tweet, each tree in the forest will give a class prediction. Then forest chooses the classification result which has the most votes. In our case, we set the number of trees to m, if n trees vote for the class "spam", the probability of the tweet to be classified as "spam" is Pr = n m . Through our empirical study, the mis-classification mostly occurred when Pr ∈ [0.4, 0.7]. So we set the threshold τ to Pr ∈ [0.4, 0.7]. After we pre-filter some candidate tweets to be labelled using the "Probability Threshold Filter Model", the number of tweets is still too many. We then randomly select a smaller number of tweets from the candidate tweets (we set it to be 100 in our experiments) to be manually labelled. As shown in Fig. 3 , the manually labelled tweets, along with T ex will be used to train a new classifier, which can tackle "Spam Drift" problem.
C. Performance Benefit Justification
We study the performance benefit of the proposed Lfun scheme by providing the theoretical analysis in this section. Fig. 4 illustrates the performance benefit by using simulation. We use three normal distributions (listed below) to simulate this: w 0 represents the distribution of non-spam, while w 1 and w 2 represents the distribution of spam before and after using our Lfun approach, respectively.
12 ) The PDFs (probability distribution functions) [11] of these three distributions, w 0 , w 1 and w 2 are illustrated as p 0 , p 1 and p 2 in Fig. 4 . We assume that only the mean μ 1 of w 1 changes to μ 2 , but the variance σ 12 is not changing.
As p 1 translated to p 2 , we can always find m, which can make
and
As c 2 < c 1 , we have
We also have
From Equation. 3 and Equation. 4, we get
From Equation. 2 and Equation. 5, we can have
As a result,
Taking into account Equation. 7 and Equation. 1, we can have
The error rate of classification before Lfun,
Similarly, we have the error rate after using Lfun
The difference of P 1 (err or ) and P 2 (err or ),
while
The differentiation of Equation 10 is φ (
8, we know
As c 1 > c 2 , we have
Substitute Equation. 11 and 12 into 9, we will have
Obviously, our proposed approach can effectively reduce the probability of error from Equation 13.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed Lfun scheme in detecting "drifted" Twitter spam. All the experiments are carried out on our real-world 10 consecutive days' tweets with each day containing 100k spam tweets and 100k non-spam tweets.
As in existing works [39] , we also use F-measure and Detection Rate to measure the performance. Despite that both of the metrics are used to evaluate all the classes' performance, we only focus on the F-measure and Detection Rate of spam class. F-measure is an evaluation metric which combines precision and recall to measure the per-class performance of classification or detection algorithms. It can be calculated by
Detection Rate is defined as the ratio of those tweets correctly classified as belonging to class spam to the total number of tweets in class spam, it can be calculated by
Detecti on Rate = T P T P + F N . In the evaluation, we have designed three sets of experiments in order to show the impact of spam drift (in Section V-A) firstly, then the benefit of our proposed Lfun (in Section V-B) and the comparisons with other traditional machine learning algorithms (in Section V-C). We repeat the experiments for 100 times with different random training samples and report the average values on all the 100 runs.
A. Impact of Spam Drift
In order to evaluate the impact of "Spam Drift" problem, we perform a number of experiments in this section. It is aiming to show that the performance of a traditional classifier, for example C4.5 Decision Tree, varies over time when "Spam Drift" exists.
During these experiments, Day 1 data is divided into two parts, half for training pool where training data can be extracted from, and another half for testing purpose. We create a classifier by using a supervised classification algorithm, and train it with 10k spam and 10k non-spam tweets which are randomly sampled from the training pool of Day 1. Then the classifier is used to classify the testing data in Day1, as well as the testing samples in Day 2 to Day 10. Fig. 5 shows the Detection Rate of both spam and non-spam tweets on three classifiers, Random Forest, C4.5 Decision Tree and Bayes Network. We can see that, the Detection Rate of non-spam is very stable, it keeps above 90% for Random Forest and C4.5 Decision Tree, and near 90% for Bayes Network, despite the change of testing data. However, when it comes to spam tweets, the Detection Rate fluctuates dramatically, and the overall trend is decreasing. The Detection Rates for Random Forest and C4.5 Decision Tree are 90% in the first day, but they could decrease to less then 40% in the 9th day. This phenomenon also applies with Bayes Network, the Detection Rate decreases from 70% on 1st day to less than 50% for most of the other testing days.
B. Performance of Lfun
We evaluate the performance of Lfun here, by using F-measure and Detection Rate. The number labelled training samples from old day (i.e. Day 1 and Day 2 in this case) is 5000. The number of manually labelled samples during Lfun is set to 100. (Fig. 6a) or Day 2 data (Fig. 6b) is used for training and the rest days are used for testing. We can see from Fig. 6a that, the Detection Rates of original Random Forest are relatively low. For example, the Detection Rate when testing on Day 9 is only around 40%. However, our RF-Lfun can reach over 90% Detection Rate on the same day. While Random Forest can only achieve Detection Rate ranging from 45% to 80%, our RF-Lfun can rise as high as 90% Detection Rate. This also happens when training data is from Day 2, and testing data is from Day 3 to Day 10, as illustrated in Fig. 6b . The highest Detection Rate of Random Forest is around 85%, but that of RF-Lfun is over 95%. Generally, our Lfun can detect most of the spam tweets even with "Spam Drift". The reason is that, our Lfun brings more samples of "changed spam tweets" to update the training process. Fig. 7 shows the F-measure of Random Forest using Lfun approach compared with it without using Lfun. We can see that, the F-measure of original Random Forest keeps decreasing from 80% to 55% as the testing data changes from Day 2 to Day 9 in Fig. 7a . However, once it is applied with our Lfun approach, the F-measure becomes stable, which is always greater than 80%, except on Day 8. Similarly, when the training data is from Day 2, F-measure of Random Forest is decreasing as well. But F-measure of our Lfun-RF is not fluctuating, as shown in Fig. 7b . Nevertheless, the proposed Lfun can effectively improve the F-measure and the improvement is up to 25% in the best case.
C. Comparisons With Other Algorithms
In this section, we compare our Lfun approach with four traditional machine learning algorithms (Random Forest, C4.5 Decision Tree, Bayes Network and SVM) to detect spam tweets in the "drift" scenario. There are two sets of experiments carried out. One set is to evaluate the performance while training data is from Day 1, and testing data are varying from Day 2 to Day 9. Another set is to evaluate the performance when training and testing data are from two specified days, but the number of labelled training data is changing from 1000 to 10000. Fig. 8 demonstrates the experimental results in terms of overall accuracy, F-measure and detection rate of Lfun compared to other algorithms, when the testing days are varying. We can see from Fig. 8a that, the overall accuracy of Lfun outperforms all the other algorithms, followed by Random Forest, C4.5 Decision Tree, Bayes Network and SVM. In terms of F-measure (see Fig. 8b ), our Lfun is also the best among all the algorithms.
1) Comparisons With Changing Days:
For example, it is over 30% higher than C4.5 Decision Tree when testing data is from Day 9. Furthermore, the performance of Lfun is much better in terms of detection rate. Fig. 8c show that, the detection rate of Lfun is above 90% for most of the days. However, the detection rate of all the others is below 80%. Especially, Bayes Network has the lowest detection rate, which is below 50%. In general, our Lfun is the best among all the algorithms evaluated by all the three metrics.
2) Comparisons With Changing Labelled Training Samples: Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 report the evaluation results when the number of labelled training samples is changing. The training and testing data is from Day 1 and Day 5 in Fig. 9 , while the training and testing data is from Day 4 and Day 8 in Fig. 10 . We can see that the overall accuracy of Lfun increases from 70% to 80% with the increase of labelled training samples. It is better than the four algorithms in comparison, as the best of them (C4.5 Decision Tree) can only achieve less than 74% overall accuracy. When it comes to F-measure, the performance of Lfun is still the best; it is 10% higher than that of C4.5 Decision Tree and nearly 30% higher than that of SVM. In terms of detection rate, our Lfun is about 30% higher than the second best algorithm. Similarly in Fig. 10 , Lfun outperforms all the other algorithms.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
In research community, there are also some machine learning approaches related to our proposed method. For example, online learning and incremental learning. They are both common machine learning algorithms to continuously update the prediction model with new training data for better future classification. They can generate a prediction model and put it into operation without much training data at first, but they require new training data to update the model. When it comes to online Twitter spam classification, it is very difficult to label enough training samples to update the model. The reasons are two-folds. Firstly, it is significantly time-consuming to label a large amount of tweets by human. Secondly, it is difficult to gain enough spam tweets even we have got a large number of human-labelled tweets, as the spam rate of Twitter is about 5% [6] . If there are not enough spam samples (Lfun does not need non-spam samples as non-spam tweets are not drifting) to retrain the model, it is not able to solve the "spam drift" issue.
Our Lfun approach has the same advantage of online learning and incremental learning, i.e., it can be deployed without much training data at the beginning, but to be updated when new training data comes. Different to online and incremental learning, we incorporate both automated labelling and human labelling. The LDT component learns from the detected tweets. This competent is automatically updated with detected spam tweets with no human effort. To better adjust the prediction model, we also import LHL component, which learns from human labelling. To minimize human effort, LHL only samples a very small number of tweets for labelling, for example, 100 tweets in our experiments. In addition, it does not randomly pick up tweets to label, but to be in line with selection criteria called "Probability Threshold Filter Model" which can choose the most useful tweets. Benefiting from these two components, our Lfun approach can successfully deal with "spam drift", but with the least human effort.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we firstly identify the "Spam Drift" problem in statistical features based Twitter spam detection. In order to solve this problem, we propose a Lfun approach. In our Lfun scheme, classifiers will be re-trained by the added "changed spam" tweets which are learnt from unlabelled samples, thus it can reduce the impact of "Spam Drift" significantly. We evaluate the performance of Lfun approach in terms of Detection Rate and F-measure. Experimental results show that both detection rate and F-measure are improved a lot when applying with our Lfun approach. We also compare Lfun to four traditional machine learning algorithms, and find that our Lfun outperforms all four algorithms in terms of overall accuracy, F-measure and Detection Rate.
There is also a limitation in our Lfun scheme. The benefit of "old" labelled spam is to eliminate the impact of "spam drift" to classify more accurate spam tweets in future days. The effectiveness of "old" spam has been proved by our experiments during a short period. However, the effectiveness will decrease as the correlation of "very old" spam becomes less with the new spam in the long term run. In the future, we will incorporate incremental adjustment to adjust the training data, such as dropping the "too old" samples after a certain time. It can not only eliminate unuseful information in the training data but also make it faster to train the model as the number of training samples decrease.
